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Abstract
The energetics and orbital sizes of sulfur’s valence 3d and fluorine’s valence 2p
orbitals were measured using a closed active space self-consistent field calculation to
determine the degree of possible bonding available to sulfur’s 3d. It was determined that for
orbital energies, the cc-pVXZ and aug sets converged hyperbolically onto a single energy
value as X increased and that for both fluorine and sulfur orbital energies scaled down
linearly with oxidation state. This resulted in a 0.47 hartree difference between the sulfur 3d
and fluorine 2p orbitals at S0.6+and F-0.1, far exceeding the energy gap between 3p and 2p and
thereby suggesting that pure 3d’s small energetic overlap with 2p may likely exclude it from
bonding. However, the basis sets did not scale down hyperbolically to a single orbital size
with increasing X and did not show a linear decrease in size with oxidation state. The
calculated difference in orbital size between the sulfur 3d and fluorine 2p was only 0.4 bohr,
which is similar to the differences in size between 3s and 2p and 3p and 2p, suggestive of the
fact that 3d is not diffuse and can geometrically overlap with fluorine’s 2p only slightly
worse than the 3p. This work establishes that geometric arguments against participation of 3d
orbitals in hypercovalent bonding are lacking, but that the energetic argument still holds merit
and can be used to catalyze further research into SFxmolecules to see whether these trends
hold.
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Introduction
The basic picture of non-metallic bonding learned in introductory chemistry classes
consists of a fairly stringent adherence to the octet rule. The idea that non-metallic elements
in the second, third, and further rows of the periodic table cannot have more than eight
valence electrons is treated as a law in inorganic and organic chemistry. Notable exceptions
such as SF
6with 12 electrons around sulfur, PF
5with 10 electrons around phosphorus and
H
SO
2
4with 12 electrons around sulfur in the most contributing resonance structure are easily
explained away.
Nivaldo J. Tro in general chemistry textbook writes that “in third period elements and
beyond, 10 and 12-electron expanded octets are common because the dorbitals in these
elements are energetically accessible.”1However, the invocation of d orbitals to explain
expanded octets has been in considerable disregard since at least the 1990s. Housecroft and
Sharpe in their advanced inorganic chemistry textbook instead describe this expanded
hypercovalent bonding as a series of quasi-resonance structures in which the central atom
never has more than 8 electrons and where any remaining atoms appear disconnected from
the center.2This in itself is a subtle reference to Dunning’s proposed alternative to dorbital
involvement, namely his two-center three-electron model of hypercovalence where
hypercovalent species are depicted as similarly having points of connection and no bond
connection to neighboring atoms.3Thus, the octet rule need not be broken and the molecule
can still retain its geometry as predicted by VSEPR theory.
Erik Magnusson’s 1990 and 1993 papers seemingly ended the debate over d orbitals’
involvement in hypercovalent bonding. In them, he used the cc-pVDZ basis set with different
optimized exponents to calculate energy differences between molecular energies with and
without d orbitals.4By running the calculations for several hypercovalent and
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non-hypercovalent compounds such as SF6, PF5and the regular SiH4among others, he
concluded that while inclusion of d functions in basis sets does lower molecular energies, in
his view it does not lower them appreciably.5Furthermore, a hypothesis invoking d orbital
involvement would necessitate a greater energetic decrease for hypercovalent compounds
than for non-hypercovalent compounds. Magnusson’s data showed that usage of d orbitals in
the cc-pVDZ basis set lowered molecular energies across the board, i.e. approximately
equally in all second and third row compounds that were studied.6Seeing as how some of
these evaluated compounds did not violate the octet rule, Magnusson concluded that the d
orbital functions in the basis set must therefore be fulfilling the role of a mathematical
corrector or polarization function. This correcting polarization function would be without any
physical meaning, merely inducing a correct electromagnetic distribution near charges.
Magnusson’s method, however, reflects a reliance on the cc-pVDZ basis set for nearly
all molecular calculations. Since 1993, more accurate and more convergent basis sets have
been developed including Roos ANO set and cc-pVXZ sets with Xs of orders higher than 2.
Additionally, Magnusson did not address the fact that orbitals’ participation in bonding is a
combination of energetic closeness to the neighboring atom’s orbitals as well as similarity in
size. One of the goals of this research will be to investigate whether d orbitals of
highly-oxidized S and P, as in SF6and PF5, approach the F’s p orbitals in energy and size.
Additionally, we have endeavored to expand Magnusson’s narrow analysis to multiple basis
sets in the hopes of investigating the degree of convergence of cc-pVDZ as compared to more
advanced basis sets in questions of orbital size and energy.
Furthermore, there remain several phenomena that are still best explained by the
invocation of d orbital involvement in bonding. It is known7that SF6is not easily attacked by
nucleophiles, which is in alignment with the idea that 3d participation rules out any
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bimolecular mechanism of attack. Additionally, as a molecular orbital’s d character increases,
it is predicted that bond energies decrease and bond lengths increase8, which is observed in
the transition from SF4to SF6and from PCl3to PCl5. Furthermore, in compounds with atoms
of first- and second-row elements such as phosphazenes, the bond angles have been shown to
be extremely wide9, which potentially corresponds to π-back bonding from the lone pair
orbitals of the first-row atom to the d orbitals of the second-row atom. Given all of the
potential places in which 3d participation can occur, this experiment will seek to characterize
whether sulfur’s 3d and fluorine’s 2p orbitals can overlap in an energetically and
geometrically favorable way so as to lend credence to the idea of 3d-orbital participation in
hypercovalency.

Computational and Theoretical Methods
The MOLPRO suite of programs was used to carry out all theoretical calculations. For
the fluorine atom, a simple calculation at the reduced Hartree-Fock level of theory was used
to obtain 2p orbital energies and 2p orbitals’ coefficients for the neutral, ground-state fluorine
atom and the ground-state anionic fluoride. Orbital energies and coefficients were based on
the 2p orbital left with unpaired electrons. It is known from previous theoretical calculations
using the Hirshfeld method10that in SF6, the fluorine atoms do not have a charge of -1 but
rather of approximately -0.1. Therefore, it was not considered necessary to explore more
anionic forms of fluorine such as F2-and beyond.
For the sulfur atom, the MOLPRO suite of programs was used to generate a list of
orbitals with the reduced Hartree-Fock method. After excitation of one unpaired 3pelectron
into a 3
dorbital, using a CAS-SCF calculation orbital energies and coefficients were obtained
for the Rydberg excited states of neutral, monocationic and dicationic sulfur. Excited states
from the 3p to the 3d were used to model orbital sizes in order to test the implications of the
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hypothesis that hypervalency involves some degree of electron sharing by sulfur’s 3d
orbitals. Orbital energies and coefficients corresponding to the 3p and 3d orbitals were
obtained from the orbitals of symmetries 1.4 and 2.2 as determined by MOLPRO.
The same Hirshfeld method10used for charge calculations on fluorine revealed that
sulfur in SF6was of charge approximately +0.6. Given that SF5and SF6are the only
2+
hypervalent sulfur species in the SFxseries, it was not considered necessary to go beyond S

in the theoretical calculations as sulfur’s charge would be less than 2+ in SF5. For the sulfur
excited state calculations, the active space was open to the 3p, 3d, 4s and 4p orbitals for S+
2+
and S
and 3s, 3p, 3d, 4s and 4p for S0. The open orbitals included the 3d and 3p. The terms

considered for the neutral atom included the (2→8,4;state,3) series. The monocation’s series
included ((2,3,5),3;state,2), (1,3;state,3), (8,3;state,4) and ((4,6,7),3;state,5). The dication’s
series included: ((1,8),2;state,3) and ((2,3,5),2;state,8), excluding 3s13pxexcited states lower
in energy.
The orbital coefficients were combined with the basis sets’ pre-determined exponents
to graph radial distribution plots according to the following equation11:
2

r2 ψ 2 = r2 ( ∑ (β i N g rn−1 e−αi r ))2

(1)

x=i

Here, r represents the radius, n represents the energy level of the orbital studied, αirepresents
the Gaussian’s pre-determined exponents for the orbital studied, βirepresents the optimized
orbital coefficient as determined by MOLPRO and Ngrepresents a normalization constant
defined by the following equation11:
2n+3/2

1/2
2
(2n+1/2)/4
N g = ( (2n−1)!!π
1/2 )
*α

From these equations, radial distribution plots were generated and analyzed.

(2)
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Results and Discussion
The energetics of sulfur’s and fluorine’s valence and extravalence orbitals were
analyzed. From the CAS-SCF calculations, the orbital energies of sulfur’s orbitals were
plotted against basis set in Figures 1 and 2 below. The graphs suggest that in all cases, the

Figure 1. Orbital energetics of sulfur compared to cc-pVXZ basis set at three different
oxidation states. Top left: 4p; top right: 4s; middle left: 3s; middle right: 3p.
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Figure 2. Orbital energetics of sulfur’s 3d compared to cc-pVXZ and Roos sets at three
oxidation states.
non-augmented basis set results in decreases in orbital energy but without any significant
convergence. The gap between the orbital energy as calculated by the cc-pVDZ set and the
energy as calculated by the aug-cc-pV6Z set are still noticeable. In all cases, the expected
decrease in energy is observed with increasingly positive oxidation states and there is
observed convergence of the basis sets to a stable energy in S+and S2+by aug-cc-pV6Z. Even
in the cc-pVXZ series the energetic gap between cc-pVDZ and aug-cc-pV6Z is lessened. This
suggests that higher oxidation states of sulfur require smaller basis sets because there is a
smaller number of electrons to account for, making the calculation slightly more like the
calculation for a hydrogenic atom.
In the neutral atom, energetic convergence has mostly been reached for 3s, 4s and 4p
by aug-cc-pV6Z but it has not yet been completely reached for 3p and 3d by aug-cc-pV6Z.
For the 3d basis set, there is still an active decrease in orbital energy by the Roos and
aug-cc-pV6Z sets, suggesting that further increases in accuracy may still significantly lower
the energy. Paradoxically, for the 3p, the lowest energy was produced by the aug-cc-pVDZ
set with a subsequent increase in energy in the aug-cc-pVTZ set and further decreases in
energy from aug-cc-pVQZ to aug-cc-ppV6Z and Roos. Although no definite explanation for
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this variation has been tested, a possible hypothesis is that the excitation of an electron to the
3d requires the addition of more atomic terms than simply the ones considered for neutral
sulfur. The addition of more terms would result in MOLPRO calculating different energies
for each of the basis sets used, potentially resulting in a more regular decrease in energies as
the number of augmented functions increases. Table 1 summarizes the converged or lowest
calculated energy for each orbital, ordered by oxidation state.

Table 1. Converged or lowest calculated energies for oxidation states 0, 1 and 2 of sulfur
across the analyzed basis sets.
oxidation state

orbital

energy/hartree

3s

-1.022

3p

-0.390

3d

0.181

4s

0.028

4p

0.037

3s

-1.391

3p

-0.637

3d

-0.061

4s

-0.160

4p

-0.087

3s

-1.807

3p

-0.981

3d

-0.376

4s

-0.391

4p

-0.288

F0

2p

-0.181

F-

2p

-0.835

S0

S+

S2+
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A comparison of the energies of fluorine’s 2p orbital in neutral and anionic fluorine
was analyzed and is shown in Figure 3. Additionally, a graph depicting the clustering of

Figure 3. Top: change in fluorine 2p’s energy by basis set and oxidation state. Bottom:
clustering of 2p energies based on oxidation state and basis set.
the basis sets’ predictions was shown alongside the change in energy based on basis set. From
the figure, it is clear that there is convergence to a value around -0.835 hartrees for F-and
-0.181 hartrees for F0by aug-cc-pV6Z and the Roos set. Additionally, the gap between the
cc-pVDZ set’s energy and the aug-cc-pV6Z set’s energies is smaller than even that in S2+,
confirming the idea that smaller numbers of electrons result in more accurate energies with
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smaller basis sets. This same idea explains the difference between the fact that the cc-pVDZ
set’s and aug-cc-pV6Z’s sets predictions are higher in anionic fluorine than in neutral
fluorine.
A similar clustering diagram was made for sulfur’s 3d orbitals in Figure 4 below.

Figure 4. Clustering diagram of sulfur’s 3d orbital energies by basis set and oxidation state,
depicting a linear decrease in energy with oxidation state

From the figure, it is evident that the 3d orbital’s energies are much more precisely measured
at higher oxidation states and using larger, more augmented basis sets. In the case of sulfur’s
3d orbitals, the data suggest that the decrease in energy with oxidation state is a very linear
process in all the basis sets, at least from oxidation states of 0 to 2. In an attempt to quantify
by how much the cc-pVDZ set overshot the aug-cc-pV6Z set’s energy values, the exact
difference in energy between the cc-pVDZ and the aug-cc-pV6Z sets’ energetic predictions
for sulfur’s 3p, 3d and fluorine’s 2p orbitals were tabulated in Table 2 below. The data reveal
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Table 2. Differences in energy between cc-pVDZ and aug-cc-pV6Z sets’ energies for
fluorine’s 2p and sulfur’s 3d and 3p orbitals.
species

orbital

energetic gap between
cc-pVDZ and
aug-cc-pV6Z/hartree

F

2p

0.016

F-

2p

0.094

3p

0.116

3d

0.559

3p

0.096

3d

0.441

3p

0.068

3d

0.310

S

+

S

S2+

that considerations of the 3d orbital’s energetics in sulfur results in energetic gaps of 0.310
hartree (194.5 kcal mol-1) at the very least and 0.016 hartree (10 kcal mol-1) for fluorine’s
orbitals at the very least. These gaps between basis sets are only on single atoms and could
possibly be exaggerated further in molecules of SFx. This suggests that smaller basis sets are
more appropriately applicable in more hydrogenic species and that Magnusson’s calculated
decreases in molecular energy with addition of d functions could be greatly underestimated
with reliance only on the cc-pVDZ set.
Additionally, the energetic difference between fluorine’s 2p and sulfur’s 3p and 3d
orbitals was plotted against basis set and oxidation state in Figure 5 below. It is known that
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Figure 5. Energetic gap between fluorine’s 2p and either sulfur’s 3p or 3d orbitals by basis set
and sulfur’s oxidation state. Left: consideration of neutral fluorine; right: consideration of
anionic fluorine.

sulfur’s 3p orbitals do indeed bond with fluorine’s 2p orbitals in SFxcompounds, which will
allow one to track how the 2p-3d energetic gap compares to the 2p-3p energetic gap. At the
cc-pVDZ basis set, the difference between neutral sulfur’s 3d and neutral fluorine’s 2p is
approximately 1.6 hartree (1004 kcal mol-1) while for the aug-cc-pV6Z basis set, this gap is
reduced to about 1 hartree (627.5 kcal mol-1) for a difference of about 380 kcal mol-1. In
anionic sulfur, this gap is approximately 0.4 hartree (250 kcal mol-1). This suggests that with
more negative fluorines, the energetic gap between a 3d orbital and the fluorine’s 2p
decreases and that the gap between the cc-pVDZ and aug-cc-pV6Z values decreases.
In the neutral fluorine, both the 3d in all examined oxidation states and the 3p in
neutral and monocationic sulfur are higher in energy than a fluorine 2p, with only the dication
predicted to have a 3p lower in energy than a fluorine 2p. The energetic gap between neutral
sulfur’s 3p and neutral fluorine’s 2p is effectively the same as the gap between dicationic
sulfur’s 3d and neutral fluorine’s 2p, suggesting that an S2+’s 3d orbital would energetically
overlap very well with neutral fluorine’s 2p orbitals. Additionally, the gap between 3p-2p and
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3d-2p in neutral fluorine is greater than those for anionic fluorine for sulfur’s oxidation states
of 0 and +1, suggesting that anionic fluorine energetically overlaps more efficiently with
neutral and monocationic sulfur than neutral sulfur.
Drawing on the Hirshfeld method earlier used to determine the partial charges on
fluorine and sulfur in SF6, a partial charge of +0.6 on sulfur and -0.1 on the fluorines suggests
an energetic gap of ~0.24 hartree between the sulfur 3p and fluorine 2p and of ~0.81 hartree
between the sulfur 3d and fluorine 2p, drawing on the linear decrease in energy with
oxidation state in each basis set and on the aug-cc-pV6Z set’s predicted energies. The 3s and
3p orbitals are similar in size but the 3s is not involved in bonding with the fluorine’s 2p
orbitals. If one assumes the 3d to momentarily be similar in size to the 3s and 3p orbitals, to
determine whether this 0.81-hartree difference is significant the energetic gap between the 3s
and 2p orbitals was obtained, calculated to be ~0.47 hartree. The gap between the sulfur’s 3d
and fluorine’s 2p orbitals is almost twice that amount, suggesting that the energetic overlap
between the two sets of orbitals is poor. On the basis of energetic overlap in the aug-cc-pV6Z
set there is less reason to believe, then, that pure 3d orbitals can successfully combine with
pure fluorine 2p orbitals and participate in bonding, in line with Bendazzoli’s conclusions12.

Figure 6. Orbital sizes of sulfur compared to cc-pVXZ basis set. Left: 4p; right: 4s. The value
measured is the radius at which the calculated maximum of radial distribution is located.
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The sizes of sulfur’s valence orbitals were also calculated. In Figures 6 and 7,
it is evident that in all cases of unoccupied n=4 orbitals such as 4p and 4s, there is a lack of
convergence by aug-cc-pV6Z and Roos at neutral sulfur and the change in orbital size with
larger basis set is not nearly as hyperbolic as with the orbital energies. In all

Figure 7. Orbital sizes of sulfur compared to cc-pVXZ basis set. Top left: 3s; top right: 3p;
bottom: 3d. The value measured is the radius at which the calculated maximum of radial
distribution is located.
cases, however, at monocationic and dicationic sulfur, going beyond aug-cc-pV6Z will likely
not result in large changes in the orbital size as convergence has been reached for all the
orbitals examined. The 3s and 3p orbitals, though, are especially amenable to analysis by
smaller basis sets as they show little change in calculated orbital size between cc-pVDZ and
aug-cc-pV6Z for all three oxidation states considered. With 3d this is less true, but the
difference between the cc-pVDZ and aug-cc-pV6Z value is still much smaller than that of the
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4s and 4p orbitals’ sizes.
In all cases, increases in oxidation state bring about decreases in orbital size for all
examined orbitals. However, is that the considerations of orbital size as defined above causes
much more fluctuation with increasingly large basis sets than with orbital energies. As a
premier example, the cc-pV5Z for 3p and 4p and aug-cc-pV5Z for 3p produce large,
inexplicable outliers that fall outside any of the other values for the orbital size given by other
basis sets. Additionally, while one can say that utilization of larger basis sets will give, on
average, larger values for the orbital size in the unoccupied 4s and 4p orbitals, this trend does
not necessarily hold true for the occupied 3s, 3p and 3d orbitals examined. It is not possible
to clearly say whether increasing the basis set by one order of zeta will increase or decrease
the calculated orbital size.
In Table 3, the converged orbital sizes for the monocation and dication are given as
well as the aug-cc-pV6Z value for the neutral sulfur as a step on the way to convergence.
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Table 3. Converged or aug-cc-pV6Z calculated orbital sizes for oxidation states 0, 1 and 2 of
sulfur across the analyzed basis sets.
oxidation state

orbital

orbital size/bohr

3s

2.1

3p

1.9

3d

2.2

4s

7.8

4p

8.72

3s

2.06

3p

1.84

3d

2.22

4s

6.54

4p

6.36

3s

2

3p

1.78

3d

1.82

4s

5.42

4p

5.42

F0

2p

0.72

F-

2p

0.74

S0

S+

S2+
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A comparison of fluorine’s 2p orbital sizes was made and depicted in Figure 8 below.

Figure 8. Top: change in fluorine 2p’s orbital size by basis set and oxidation state. Bottom:
clustering of 2p sizes based on oxidation state and basis set.

From the figure, it is clear that increases in basis set size do not substantially change the
calculated orbital size of fluorine’s 2p orbital. Additionally, increases in oxidation state to the
positive only slightly reduce the calculated orbital size, suggesting that orbital size is
somewhat less affected by changes in oxidation state than orbital energies. The clustering
diagrams reveal that the aug-cc-pVXZ sets produce calculated orbital sizes that are much
closer together and much more precise than those produced by the cc-pVXZ series, as
expected. From the graph, the calculated orbital size for neutral fluorine is approximately
0.72 bohr while that for anionic fluorine is 0.74 bohr, a difference of less than 0.01 Å.
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A similar clustering diagram was made for sulfur’s 3d orbitals in Figure 9 below.

Figure 9. Clustering diagram of sulfur’s 3d orbital sizes by basis set and oxidation state,
depicting a nonlinear decrease in size with oxidation state.

Going from neutral sulfur to dicationic sulfur does not produce a clear, linear decrease as
with the orbital energies. Instead, what characterizes the changes in orbital size is virtually no
change between neutral and monocationic sulfur followed by a noticeable decrease in size
going from a sulfur monocation to a sulfur dication. This suggests that a sulfur with a partial
positive charge of +0.6 will likely have the same size 3d orbitals as a neutral or monocationic
sulfur. Additionally, from Figure 6, a fluorine of partial negative charge -0.1 will likely have
an orbital size closer to 0.72 bohr than 0.74 bohr.
Table 4 portrays the calculated difference between all sulfur oxidation states’
differences in orbital size between the cc-pVDZ and aug-cc-pV6Z values. Unlike the analysis
previously made for orbital energies, the differences in orbital size are not as stark between
the two basis sets.
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Table 4. Differences in orbital size between cc-pVDZ and aug-cc-pV6Z sets’ sizes for
fluorine’s 2p and sulfur’s 3d and 3p orbitals.
species

orbital

size gap between cc-pVDZ
and aug-cc-pV6Z/bohr

F

2p

-0.04

F-

2p

-0.02

3p

0.06

3d

-0.44

3p

0.06

3d

-0.46

3p

0.08

3d

-0.06

S

S+

2+

S

From the table, increasingly larger basis sets does not change the size of fluorine’s 2p or
sulfur’s 3p orbitals and even with 3d orbitals, the greatest difference is around 0.45 bohr or
0.23 Å. The difference in orbital size between fluorine’s 2p orbitals and sulfur’s 3p and 3d
orbitals was depicted in Figure 10 below according to the basis set used.

Figure 10. Size gap between fluorine’s 2p and either sulfur’s 3p or 3d orbitals by basis set
and sulfur’s oxidation state. Left: consideration of neutral fluorine; right: consideration of
anionic fluorine.
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From Figure 8, discounting the outliers from the cc-pV5Z and aug-cc-pV5Z values for 3p, the
difference in orbital size between neutral or anionic fluorine’s 2p and sulfur’s 3p orbital at
aug-cc-pV6Z and Roos ranges from 1.2 bohr at neutral sulfur to 1 bohr at dicationic sulfur.
This same difference for sulfur’s 3d orbitals ranges from around 1.6 bohr at neutral sulfur to
1.4 bohr at dicationic sulfur. This indicates that the 3d orbital is, on average, only ~0.4 bohr
(0.21 Å or 21 pm) larger than the 3p orbital.
From Table 3, the 3d orbital is about the same size as the 3s orbital and the 3s orbital
is similar in size to the 3p. The 3d orbital is within the 1-1.2-bohr range of difference from a
fluorine 2p by dicationic sulfur. If we assume a charge of -0.1 on an F of sulfur hexafluoride
and a +0.6 charge on the sulfur, then the difference between the size of the 3d and fluorine’s
2p orbital is within the range of 1.4-1.45 bohr. Given that the orbital sizes of all the occupied
n=3 orbitals are very similar and differing by less than one angstrom from each other, it is not
likely that 3d’s orbital size necessarily precludes it from bonding with fluorine’s 2p, in line
with Craig’s and Thirunamachandran’s observations13.

Conclusion
It was determined using CAS-SCF calculations, the cc-pVXZ and aug sets scaled
down hyperbolically to a convergent energy by aug-cc-pV6Z for all except the 3d, 3p and 4p
orbitals in neutral sulfur, but reaching convergence by the monocationic form. For both
fluorine and sulfur, orbital energies decreased linearly with oxidation state, permitting a
calculation of the 3d-2p energy gap of 0.47 hartree for S0.6+and F-0.1using the aug-cc-pV6Z
set. Unlike for orbital energies, orbital sizes did not converge hyperbolically to a single value
in any of sulfur’s or fluorine’s measured oxidation states, with the 4s, 4p and 3d values still
yet to converge at neutral sulfur. Likewise, orbital sizes did not decrease linearly with
oxidation state, but stayed constant from S to S+with a sudden decrease from S+to S2+. An
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orbital size for S0.6+’s 3d and F-0.1’s 2p was estimated to be around 0.4 bohr or 21 pm, fairly
close to the size gap between fluorine’s 2p and sulfur’s 3s and 3p. From this, it is concluded
that the geometric overlap of the pure occupied 3d orbital does not preclude it from bonding
with fluorine’s 2p but that energetically the overlap is likely much smaller than that between
sulfur’s 3p and fluorine’s 2p. Future work will focus on elucidating how these trends progress
in the SF
xand PF
xseries of molecules.
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Appendix on Faith
As a person of faith, I have identified with Protestantism since my earliest years.
More specifically, ever since the age of five, I have regularly attended and been part of either
Baptist or Pentecostal church congregations, with the latter been the tradition in which I have
found myself since starting my studies in Seattle. Despite having being baptized as an infant
in Orthodox church, I have never considered myself as belonging to that community and have
always regarded my true theological home in the Protestant tradition.
As a chemistry major, it is interesting to see how the principle foundations of
Protestant thought can be applied to my academic discipline. In the field of chemistry, my
place is firmly within the realm of organic and physical chemistry. Whereas the latter requires
a rigorous mathematical and theoretical foundation, the former requires a passion for solving
puzzles and using one’s chemical intuition in creative ways to synthesize and understand new
organic structures. At the heart of the entirety of chemistry, though, is the guiding question,
“How do atoms and molecules interact to give the various properties of compounds we see
today?” Interpretation and research is primarily focused on discovery and integration, with
discovery being the most prominent form found in the major chemistry journals. The Baptist
and Pentecostal traditions I grew up in did encourage academic pursuits and endeavors, but
theologically always stressed having a firm grounding not only in the Bible and in theology
but also in asking demanding questions of even the simplest of our theological
understandings. From the nature of the Trinity to that of salvation, we are encouraged to have
a deep understanding of our source material and are frequently reminded of the fact that we
often think to know the answer until the question is asked. In essence, chemistry requires
much the same approach. To advance in chemistry, one keeps asking the most fundamental
questions regarding matter. Indeed, one of the unanswered questions of physical chemistry is
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how a water molecule can hydrogen bond to neighboring water molecules, a question that is
simple to pose yet difficult to answer. These questions are usually answered from the bottom
up, i.e. a molecular explanation that accounts for macroscopic properties. The best
explanations have roots in the theories of physical and quantum chemistry.
Although my interests in physical and organic chemistry do not truly include any
ethical or moral considerations, as most work is innocuously theoretical or synthetic, the
overall question of whether certain research should be carried out is still relevant. Perhaps
most famously, chemists in pharmaceutical companies often must address the question of
whether the end goal of a certain assignment is morally permissible or not. For example,
whereas the synthesis of a new, helpful drug is not immoral in and of itself, if the new version
is essentially a slightly modified older version but rebranded for stratospheric prices, the
chemical worker must struggle between the company’s bottom line and his own conscience
of taking part in, at best, a half-truth and, at worst, a financial robbery of the consumer. At
this point, the tradition in which I group promotes the well-being of the community over and
above the financial well-being of any one individual or company. Although personal riches
are helpful materially, if one gains the world but loses one’s soul or conscience then the end
result is arguably worse than poverty.
In relation to Marsden’s understanding of Christian scholarship, I strongly align with
his idea that one can know the divine through the physical. Contrary to Lessing’s ditch
between the spiritual and physical realms, Marsden suggested that Christian scholarship has
the advantage of having hope in connecting the spiritual and physical through Christ.
Marsden writes that “for Christians in the natural sciences, this incarnationally based
viewpoint should invite a consciousness of the wider context of the more real and more
permanent spiritual dimensions of reality within which empirical inquiry takes place”
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(Marsden). On the surface, the mathematical and experimental theories and techniques of
chemistry do not have direct theological implications. However, in carrying out research in
the field and in studying the various disciplines of the field, I can attain an appreciation for
the way in which God has created nature and an appreciation for the human ability to
discover and ask questions of it. This ties directly into how the Mennonite tradition viewed
scholarship, as one of continual observation of and creative involvement with nature.
Reinhard Vogt expanded upon this by stating that “‘Whatever, is pure, whatever is lovely...”
upon these things [the scholar] can and should reflect with joy and disciplined attention”
(Vogt). In most branches of chemistry, unlike in physics or mathematics, theories and new
methods are generally first derived from experimental data; the source is observational rather
than theoretical. The science of discovery in chemistry, then, ultimately coincides with the
Mennonite understanding of scholarship as observation: without observation and evaluation
of observed data, chemistry cannot progress. The ideal chemist, then, has not only a capacity
for an advanced mathematical formulation of chemistry but also a keen eye for changes and
deviations from what is expected.
In terms of Mark Noll’s remarks on science and politics in the evangelical tradition, I
see myself as one who understands the value of expert opinion and yet understands the need
for freedom of interpretation where appropriate. In Scandal of the Evangelical Mind,Noll
discusses the fact that the evangelical tradition never had much need of a theoretical
framework for advancing its ideals or answering societal problems in a populist manner. He
famously starts the work with the remark “the scandal of the evangelical mind is that there is
not much of an evangelical mind” (Noll). From this, Noll states that the evangelical
community has not relied on an intellectual or theoretical approach to theology or politics
since at least the early 20th century. His suggestion, rather than a call for the collection of
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authoritative figures, is an appeal to those authorities which already exist in evangelicalism,
thus a mix of theological framework, authority and populist interpretation. In the field of
chemistry, although less emphasis is given to popular interpretation, expert opinion must
always be scrutinized, tested and in this way put under examination by existing alternate
theories. Although not quite populism, the reliance on expert opinion exists insofar as the
data supports their theories. With a populist approach from evangelicalism, this gives me the
ability to formulate my own theories and explanations for chemical phenomena without
necessarily being constrained by pre-established answers. Though even my musings can be
put to the test, the ability to form them and scrutinize them is an indelible part of academic
growth, comprising trial, error, correction and refinement.
My honors project relies heavily on the reanalysis and reinterpretation of
previously-generated data by Eric Magnusson, one of the foremost physical chemists of the
1990s. In essence, my goal is to either confirm his findings from nearly thirty years ago using
today’s better technology or to find flaws in his arguments that could allow for contrary
views on d orbital involvement. Despite being an authority figure on the subject matter,
chemists have the right to re-examine previously-held understandings if doing so will lead to
a greater, though less evident truth. This sort of critical approach to scholarship is bolstered
by my faith tradition. We are to ask questions of even the simplest understandings to question
whether such beliefs are, inherently, Biblically-justified and to amend our lifestyles
accordingly. This is the essence of science as a whole, not simply chemistry: proposal of a
theory, testing of that theory, and then confirmation of that theory or revision of that theory
based on newly-discovered data. My honors project seeks to accomplish exactly that: not to
undermine Magnusson’s work, but to see if it still holds up to scrutiny and if it allows for
previously-rejected interpretations of a certain chemical phenomenon. In doing so, I exercise
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my ability to ask critical questions of a certain set of assumptions and to determine whether
current chemical knowledge is based on understandings of faulty ideas held in the past.
Though the portion of discovery that arises from this project is important, addressing
Magnusson’s existing work will give me grounds for questioning his methods. In summary,
the scholarship of integration gives me a foundation and an ability to re-evaluate previous
work.

